
Got your head in the clouds? Perfect! These 
astronomy–themed activities are designed  
to inspire stargazers–in–training ages 4–8.
Home to one of the largest all–digital planetarium domes on the 
planet, the Academy is as fascinated by heavenly happenings as 
Earthly ones. Get ready to space out with a constellation of videos, 
crafts, and astronomy resources.

Please note: While Science @ Home activities are designed  
to be conducted by kids, some little ones might need adult help 
with reading instructions and preparing crafts.

Day 1: Sun  
30–60 minutes

» Sun and Shadows (video)
» Sun Tracker (activity)
» Sun Art (craft) (en español)

Day 2: Moon
60–90 minutes

» Moon Explorers (video)
» Eat the Moon (activity) (en español)
» Phases of the Moon Chart (activity) 

(en español) 

Day 3: Stars
45–60 minutes

» Shapes in the Sky (video)
» Create Your Own Star Pattern 

(coloring sheet) (activity)
» Paper Cup Planetarium (craft) 

Day 4: Observe the Sky 
30–60 minutes

» Cardboard Tube Binoculars (craft)
» Skywatching (activity)
» Telescope, Moon, and

Dipper (coloring)
» Sun and Moon Dance (activity) 

Extension Activities
» Skywatchers Guide
» Virtual Planetarium Events
» About Asterisms
» Figures in the Sky
» Stellarium

our sky

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiYZKTpRr8o&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yv1NGQPP8Xk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD_IEhGnw48&feature=youtu.be
https://www.calacademy.org/skywatchers-guide
https://www.facebook.com/pg/morrisonplanetarium/events/
https://figuresinthesky.visualcinnamon.com/
https://stellarium-web.org/


 

Sun Tracker 

The Sun’s position changes over the course of the day  
as it appears to move across the sky. This means the 
shadows cast by the Sun’s light change throughout the 
day, too. By tracking your  shadow, you can make your 
own sundial. 

Please note: This activity requires at least 3 hours and 
can be done over 2 days. 
 

Materials 

Open, sunlit, 10ft x 10ft space (like a sidewalk, patio, or driveway) 

3–12 position markers like rocks or coins (heavy enough to not be blown by wind) 

Chalk  

Timer, alarm, or stopwatch (optional) 
 

Directions  

1. Start this activity in the morning, if possible. 10 am is a good time.  

2. Find an open, sunny area outside away from shadows. Draw an X  with chalk or place a marker 
to make your special spot to stand on.  

3. Stand on your special spot and hold your hand up as high as you can.  

a. See where the shadow of your hand is on the ground. 

b. Have a helper place a marker on the ground where your hand’s shadow is OR remember 
where that spot is and (quickly!) put a position marker or draw a chalk line there.  

c. Double-check that you marked the correct spot by going back and standing on your mark 
again. Make your shadow’s fingers touch the spot where your marker is.  

d. Optional: Use chalk to write the time next to the marker. 



 

4. Wait one hour. Go inside and have lunch, play a game, watch a livestream of the Academy’s 
penguins, or do something else fun. It can be helpful to set a timer! 

5. After one hour, go back to your special spot marker, stand on it, and raise the same hand. 
Where is your hand’s  shadow now? Has it moved?  

a. Place another position marker or draw another chalk line where your hand’s shadow is 
now.  

b. Use chalk to write the time next to the new marker. 

6. Repeat Step 3! 

7. Repeat Step 4! 

8. Keep repeating Steps 3 and 4 every hour until you are done or the Sun has set. 

9.  The next morning, after the Sun rises, stand on your special spot again. Where is your shadow? 
Is it in the same spot as it was yesterday? If it is in a different spot, why might that be?  

10. At the same time as you first measured your shadow yesterday (example: 10 am), stand on 
your special spot again and raise your hand. Is your hand’s shadow in roughly the same place as 
it was at the same time yesterday? 

11. Challenge: Mark your shadow every hour from the time you wake up (or the Sun rises) until you 
go to bed (or the Sun sets) to create a “clock” of a whole day. 

12. Alternative: Instead of using your own shadow, put a tall toy, like an action figure, doll, or 
tower of blocks on the special spot marker. Every hour, mark where the top of its shadow 
touches the ground. You can also trace the shadows and see how the shapes change! 



 

Sun Art 
The Sun’s light is bright and hot, illuminating and warming our 
planet during the daytime. Enjoy three quick art projects that 
demonstrate the power of the Sun. 

Please note:  This project involves leaving materials outside for 
multiple hours. Activities can also be broken up into three mini 
projects if desired. 

 
Materials 
2 pieces of dark-colored  paper 

Sunscreen 
Coins 

Tape or heavy object 
Water in a cup (or other container) 

Paintbrush (optional) 
 

Directions 
1. Find a nice sunny spot outside, away from any shadows, on concrete or a patio. 

2. Let’s start by making Sun prints ! 

a. Place a piece of paper in the sunny spot. 

b. Place coins on top of the paper in any design. 

c. Tape down the edges or use something heavier so the paper 
doesn’t blow away. 

d. Leave the paper sitting in the Sun for at least 4 hours, the longer 
the better!  

3. Now an art experiment to see how sunscreen protects our skin. 

a. Take the second piece of paper, fold it in half, and then open it 



 

again. 

b. On one side of the paper, use a very small amount of sunscreen to draw a large picture of 
anything you’d like. (You can even cover the palm of your hand in sunscreen and then 
press it on the paper, making a handprint).  

c. Leave the other side of the paper blank.  

d. Tape down the edges or use something heavier so the paper doesn’t blow away. 

e. Leave the paper sitting in the Sun for 2–4 hours.  

4. While you wait, let’s see what else the Sun can do. Let’s water paint ! 

a. Find a safe, dry, sunny section of sidewalk, patio, concrete, fence, 
or bench, or experiment on different surfaces.  

b. Dip the paintbrush in water and start “painting” the surface. Draw 
for 1 minute, then leave your art alone for 2 minutes. How long do 
you think it will take for the water to dry? 

c. What’s happening? The heat from the Sun is causing the water to 
evaporate, or dry. Try water-painting in the shade. Does it last 
longer? Repeat as many times as you’d like. 

5. Time to check on our sunscreen art!  

a. After 2-4 hours, check on your sunscreen art paper. What do you 
notice? The paper should be faded everywhere except where 
you drew with sunscreen! 

b. Just like sunlight faded the paper, it can hurt our skin as well. 
Using sunscreen is one way to help protect our skin.  

6. How are our Sun prints  doing? 

a. After 4-8 hours, check on the Sun prints. Carefully touch the 
coins—are they warm or cold after sitting in the sunlight? 

b. Remove the coins and look at the paper. What do you notice? 
Just like sunscreen art, the paper should be faded everywhere 
except where the Sun’s light was blocked by the coins! 



Arte de Sol
La luz del Sol es brillante y caliente, iluminando y calentando
nuestro planeta durante el día. Disfruta tres proyectos artísticos
rápidos que demuestran el poder del Sol.

Por favor nota: Este proyecto implica dejar los materiales al aire
libre durante varias horas. Las actividades también pueden
dividirse en tres mini proyectos si quisiera.

Materiales
2 trozos de papel de color oscuro
Crema solar
Monedas
Cinta adhesiva u objeto pesado
Agua en una taza (o otro recipiente
Brocha de pintura (opcional)

Instrucciones
1. Busca un lugar soleado en el exterior, alejado de cualquier sombra, 

sobre concreto o un patio.

2. ¡Empecemos con haciendo impresiones del Sol!

a. Pon un trozo de papel en un lugar soleado.

b. Pon las monedas encima del papel en cualquier diseño.

c. Pega los bordes con cinta adhesiva o utiliza algo más pesado
para que el papel no se vuele.

d. Deja el papel al sol a lo menos 4 horas, ¡lo más tiempo lo mejor!

3. Ahora, un experimento artístico para ver cómo la crema solar
protege nuestra piel.



a. Agarra el segundo papel, dóblalo en mitad y ábrelo de nuevo.

b. En uno de los lados del papel, usa una cantidad muy pequeña de protector solar para hacer 
un dibujo grande de lo que quieras. (Puedes cubrir la palma de tu mano con protector solar 
y luego presionar sobre el papel, haciendo una huella de la mano).

c. Deja el otro lado del papel en blanco.

d. Pega los bordes con cinta adhesiva o utiliza algo más pesado para que el papel no se vuele.

e. Deja el papel al sol por 2-4 horas.

4. Mientras esperas, veamos qué más puede hacer el Sol. 
¡Vamos a pintar con agua!!

a. Busca una sección segura, seca y soleada de la acera, el patio, 
el concreto, el cerco o una banca, o experimenta con diferentes 
superficies

b. Moja la brocha de pintura en agua y empieza a "pintar" la 
superficie. Dibuja por 1 minuto y luego deja tu arte solo por 
2 minutos. ¿Cuánto crees que tardará el agua para secarse?

c. ¿Qué está ocurriendo? El calor del Sol hace que el agua se 
evapore o se seque. Trata de pintar con agua en la sombra. 
¿Dura más? Repite tantas veces como quieras.

5. Es hora de revisar nuestro arte de crema solar!

a. Después de 2 a 4 horas, revisa tu papel de arte de crema solar. 
¿Qué notas? El papel debería estar descolorido en todas partes 
excepto en los lugares donde dibujaste con crema solar!!

b. Como la luz del sol  desvaneció el papel, también puede dañar 
nuestra piel. Usar crema solar es una forma de ayudar a proteger 
nuestra piel.

6. ¿Cómo están nuestras huellas solares?

a. Después de 4-8 horas, revisa las impresiones solares. Toca con 
cuidado las monedas: ¿Están calientes o frías después de haber 
estado expuestas a la luz solar?

b. Quita las monedas y observa el papel. ¿Qué notas? Como el arte 
de la crema solar, ¡el papel debería estar descolorido en todas 
partes excepto en las zonas en las que la luz del Sol fue 
bloqueada por las monedas!



 

Eat the Moon 
The Moon may look smooth from down here on Earth, but  
up close the Moon’s surface is covered in mountains, valleys, 
plains, and, of course, craters. Let’s use food to transform the 
Moon into a tasty snack!  

Please note:  Substitute ingredients as needed for dietary 
restrictions or allergies. 

 
 

 

Materials 
Rice cake 

Cream cheese (or peanut butter, applesauce, or jam) 

Bananas (or other fruit) cut into circle pieces  

Cheerios (or other small, circle-shaped food) 

Plastic knife or help from an adult 
 

Directions 

1. Put your rice cake on a plate, paper towel, or clean surface. The rice 

cake is the surface of the Moon. Notice how bumpy the rice cake is? 

The surface of the Moon is also uneven, covered in mountains, valleys, 

and plains. 

2. Spread the cream cheese (or other spread) across the top of the rice 

cake. This is like the layer of really tiny pieces of dust covering the 

surface of the Moon. 

 



 

3. Peel your banana and cut  3-6 slices of banana. These will be your 

lunar maria , the large dark patches on the Moon. (Maria were formed 

by ancient volcanoes, erupting 2.5 billion years ago, creating 

smoother and darker areas. While there are many maria on the side 

of the Moon that we can see from Earth, there are almost none on 

the other side.) Place the banana slices on the rice cake. Look at the 

picture of the Moon—can you put the banana slices in the same pattern 

as the maria on the Moon?  

4. Next, take your Cheerios and place them all over the rice cake. These 

are craters that cover the surface of the Moon. Over 4.5 billion years, 

many, many, many asteroids and meteoroids crashed into the Moon, 

leaving almost perfect circular craters of all sizes.  

5. Now that you have your crater-filled Moon, take a bite out of the side. 

Can you eat it until its shape looks like a crescent moon? 



Cómete la luna
La Luna puede parecer lisa desde aquí en la Tierra, pero 
cercano la superficie de las luna está cubierta en montañas, 
valles, llanuras, y por supuesto, cráteres. ¡Usemos alimentos 
para transformar la Luna en un sabroso bocadillo!

Por favor nota: Sustituya los ingredientes según sea necesario 
para restricciones dietéticas o alergias.

Materiales
Pastel de arroz

Queso de crema ( o mantequilla de cacahuate, puré de manzana, o mermelada)

Plátanos (o otra fruta) cortado en trozos circulares

Cheerios (o otro alimentos circulares pequenos)

Cuchillo de plástico o ayuda de un adulto

Instrucciones

1. Pon tu pastel de arroz en un plato, papel de toalla, o superficie limpia.

El pastel es la superficie de la Luna.  ¿Notas como el pastel está lleno

de baches?   La superficie de la Luna también es irregular, cubierta con

montañas, valles, y llanuras.

2. Riegue la crema de queso por la parte superior del pastel de arroz.

Esto es como la capa de trozos de polvo realmente pequeños que

cubren la superficie de la Luna, son.



3. Pela tu plátano y corta de 3 a 6 rodajas de plátano. Éstas van a ser tus

marías lunares, las grandes manchas oscuras de la Luna. (Las marías

fueron formadas por antiguos volcanes, que eruptaron hace 2.5

billones de años, creando zonas más suaves y oscuras. Mientras que

hay muchas marías en el lado de la Luna que podemos ver desde la

Tierra, no hay casi ninguna en el otro lado). Pon las rodajas de plátano sobre el pastel de arroz.

Observa la imagen de la Luna: ¿puedes poner las rodajas de plátano siguiendo el mismo patrón

que las marías de la Luna?

4.  Próximo, toma tus Cheerios y ponlos sobre el pastel de arroz. Estos

son cráteres que cubren la superficie de la Luna. Sobre 4.5 billones de

años, muchos, muchos asteroides y meteoroides se estrellaron contra

la Luna, dejando cráteres circulares casi perfectos de todos tamaños.

5. Ahora que tienes tu Luna llena de cráteres, dale un mordisco al lado.

¿Puedes comerla hasta que su forma se parezca a la de una media

luna?



 

Phases of 
the Moon 
Chart 

Have you ever noticed that the Moon doesn’t always look the same? Some nights it is round 
and bright while other times it is shaped more like a banana (crescent) or even too dark to see 
at all. The Moon goes through all of its phases over 28 days,or  almost one month. Create a 
chart of the Moon phases and compare it to the Moon the next time it’s in view. 

Please note:  Younger children may need assistance with cutting or gluing. 

Materials 
1 printed Moons and labels (page 3)  

1 printed Phases of the Moon title  (page 3) 

1 printed “Tonight the Moon looks like this” arrow (page 3) 

Piece of cardboard (part of a cardboard box works well) 

Scissors 

Glue stick  

Tape (optional) 

String (optional) 

Crayons, markers, or colored pencils (optional) 

Directions 

1. Cut out:  

a. 8 printed moon pictures and labels 

b. “Phases of the Moon” title 

c. “Tonight the Moon looks like this” arrow 

d. Space pictures 



 

2. Glue the “Phases of the Moon” title at the top-center of the cardboard. 

3. Put the printed moon pictures in the following order (see the picture below) on the cardboard 
under the title to make sure they will all fit: 

a. Waxing Crescent (bright crescent on the right side) 

b. First Quarter (right half of the moon is bright) 

c. Waxing Gibbous (dark crescent on the left side) 

d. Full Moon (whole circle) 

e. Waning Gibbous (dark crescent on the right side) 

f. Last Quarter (left half of the moon is bright) 

g. Waning Crescent (bright crescent on the left side) 

h. New Moon (all dark) 

4. Make sure there is enough room underneath your Moon pictures to fit the “Tonight the Moon 
looks like this” arrow.  

5. Once they are in order, glue each of the printed moon pictures and labels to the cardboard.  

6. (Optional): Flip cardboard over and tape the string to the top of the cardboard. Now you can 
hang your Moon Phases chart up! 

7. Decorate the Moon Phase chart any way you want. Add color, draw other space pictures, it’s 
totally up to you! 

8. Roll a piece of tape sticky-side out and place it on the back of the “Tonight the Moon looks like 
this” arrow. Put it under the picture of what you think the Moon might look like tonight. 

9. The next time you see the Moon in the sky, see if it looked how you guessed it would. Move the 
arrow. 

10. Use your chart to see how the Moon changes over one month. 
 



 

 

 

 

PHASES OF THE MOON 

 
 

WAXING CRESCENT 

 
 

FIRST QUARTER 

 
 

 WAXING GIBBOUS 

 
 

FULL MOON 

 
 

WANING GIBBOUS 

 

 

THIRD QUARTER 

 
 

WANING CRESCENT  

 
 

NEW MOON 

 
⇧ 

Tonight the Moon looks 
like this. 



Gráfico de
las fases
de la Luna

¿Has notado que la Luna no siempre tiene la misma apariencia?  Algunas noches es redonda y
brillante mientras otras veces tiene la forma de un plátano (media luna) o incluso demasiado
oscura para verla?  La luna pasa por todas sus fases durante 28 días, casi un mes.  Haz un
gráfico de la fase de la Luna y compararla con la Luna la próxima vez que esté de vista.

Por favor noten:  Los niños más pequeños pueden necesitar ayuda cortando y pegando.

Materiales
1 impreso de Lunas y etiquetas (página 3)

1 título impreso de las Fases de la Luna (página 3)

1 flecha impresa "Esta noche la Luna se ve así" (página 3)
Pedazo de cartulina (parte de una caja de cartón funciona bien)
Tijeras
Pegamento en barra
Cinta adhesiva (opcional)
Cuerda (opcional)

Instrucciones

1. Corta:

a. 8 imágenes de la luna impresas y etiquetas

b. Título "Fases de la Luna".

c. "Esta noche la Luna se ve asi" flecha

d. Imágenes del espacio



2. Pega el título "Fases de la Luna" en la parte superior central de la cartulina

3. Pon las imágenes de la luna impresas en el siguiente orden (vea la imagen abajo) en la cartulina
bajo el título para asegurarte de que todas quepan:

a. Luna Creciente (creciente brillante en el lado derecho)

b. Cuarto creciente (la mitad derecha de la luna es brillante)

c. Luna gibosa creciente (creciente oscuro en el lado izquierdo)

d. Luna llena (círculo completo)

e. Luna gibosa menguante (cuarto creciente oscuro en el lado derecho)

f. Cuarto menguante (la mitad izquierda de la luna es brillante)

g. Luna menguante (creciente brillante en el lado izquierdo)

h. Luna Nueva (todo oscuro)

4. Asegúrate que haya suficiente espacio debajo de tu imagenes de la Luna para caber el "Esta
noche la Luna se ve así" flecha.

5. Cuando están en orden, pega cada impreso de la imágenes de la Luna y etiquetas en la
cartulina.

6. (Opcional): Dale vuelta a la cartulina y pega la cuerda a la parte superior de la cartulina.  ¡Ahora
puedes colgar tus Fases de la Luna gráfico!

7. Decora tus Fases de la Luna gráfico de cualquier manera que quieras.  Añade color, dibuja otras
imágenes del espacio, es completamente tu decisión!

8. Enrolla un trozo de cinta adhesiva hacia afuera y ponlo en la parte posterior de la flecha "Esta
noche la Luna se ve así". Ponlo debajo de la imagen de cómo crees que se verá la Luna esta
noche.

9. La próxima vez que ves la Luna en el cielo, ve si se parece como adivinaste.  Mueve la flecha

10. Usa el gráfico para ver como la Luna cambia durante un mes.



PHASES OF THE MOON

LUNA
CRECIENTE

CUARTO CRECIENTE LUNA GIBOSA
CRECIENTE

LUNA LLENA LUNA GIBOSA
MENGUANTE

CUARTO MENGUANTE



LUNA MENGUANTE

LUNA NUEVA

⇧
Esta noche la Luna se ve
así.



Throughout time, people have used the night sky to tell stories as they  imagined heroes,
monsters, objects, animals, and ideas in the patterns of the stars. Below is an image of part of the
night sky. Imaginary lines have been drawn connecting some of the stars to make shapes. Color in
these shapes or draw in your own shapes and patterns.



Paper Cup 
Planetarium 
Using paper drinking cups, pre-made patterns, 
and a push-pin, you can make your very own 
projections of night-sky constellations! 

Please note: This activity requires a little 
assistance from a caregiver. 

Materials
Twenty 5-oz. paper drinking cups 
Pre-printed constellation pictures (provided) 
Push pins 
Glue sticks 
A bright, single-LED flashlight (optional) or a cell phone flashlight (optional) 
Safety scissors 

Directions for making your 
Paper Cup Planetarium

1. Select a constellation from the pre-printed sheet 
found at the end of this activity.

2. Cut out the circular image, which should fit easily 
on the end of a 5-oz  paper cup.

3. With the glue stick, apply glue to the outside 
bottom of the paper cup, and press the 
constellation to it so the artwork is showing.

4. Using the push pin, carefully poke holes in each 
star of the constellation art.

5. The cup is now done!

6. Repeat for each of the constellation templates to 
make your own collection. Or feel free to make 
your own constellation to share with others.



Directions for using your Paper Cup Planetarium
1. The constellation pictures are actually printed backwards when you look at them. That’s so 

when you look from inside the cup, they will look like they do in the night sky.

2. So, take one of your cups and hold it up to a light. Peer up into the cup, and you should see the 
constellation that you just created!

3. You can also project your constellation onto a wall in a dark room. Hold your  flashlight inside 
the cup, and aim the cup toward the wall. You just created a pattern of stars, the constellation 
that you made!  For best results, you may want to use a single-LED flashlight to avoid multiple 
images being created on the wall. Or, you can use a cellphone flashlight.

Enjoy exploring the night skies from right at home! 



PAPER CUP PLANETARIUM CONSTELLATIONS (designed for 5-oz cups) from 
Morrison Planetarium, San Francisco, CA WWW.CALACADEMY.ORG



 

Cardboard Tube 
Binoculars 

Humans use binoculars to make small things look larger 
or to help us see things that are far away, like the stars 
and the moon. 

Use these binoculars to help focus your observations. 
 
 

Materials 
2 cardboard tubes 
Yarn 
Tape 
Colored paper 
Scissors 
Markers, crayons, or colored pencils 
Glue 
Hole punch (or pencil) 
 

Directions 
1. Decorate both cardboard tubes. You can color them with markers, crayons, or colored pencils. 

You can also cut shapes out of the colored paper and then glue them onto the cardboard tubes.  

2. Place the tubes side-by-side and use tape to stick them together. To do this, stick the tape to 
the inside of one tube where it meets the other tube 

3. Use the hole punch (or pencil) to punch two holes on the outer edge of both tubes on one end. 
You may want to ask an adult for help.  

4. Cut a piece of yarn about the length of your arm to make the neck strap. Ask an adult to help 
you tie one end of the yarn to one hole, and the other end of the yarn to the other hole.  

5. Make some observations with your new binoculars! Observe the sky, the Moon, things around 
the house, or things outside in nature—but never look directly at the Sun! 



 

Skywatcher’s 
Guide 

 
Observing the stars (and other objects in the night sky) is easier 
than you might think. There are just a few things to plan out 
before you start! 

 

Where should I go? 

Think about a place you can safely be with an adult that has the darkest sky possible. Lights from 
buildings, street lamps, and more make it difficult to see stars.  

Places to try: 

● Out the window from your home. 

● In a yard or on a balcony 

● At a local park most importantly as few  lights as possible 

● At a campsite 

What should I bring? 

All you really need is you! However, some of the tools listed here can make it more comfortable and 
fun.  

● Sky Log to draw what you see (print or make your draw your own copy) 

● Warm, comfy clothes (especially if you are going outside!) 

● Something to sit on (blanket, folding chair, etc) 

● A flashlight  (remember, extra light can make it hard to see stars so only use it when you need 
it! A red flashlight is best.) 

● Snacks and water (or warm drink) 

● Compass  

● A tool to help you see like binoculars or a telescope 



 

How do I get ready? 

Once the Sun has set and the sky is getting dark: 

● Go to your spot, have your things with you, and  give yourself a few minutes to set up and get 
comfortable. 

● Figure out which direction  you are looking  

○ What part of the sky did the Sun set in (the sky might still be a lighter in that area)? 
That’s West.  

● Reach both of  your arms all the way out  in a straight line. If you keep them straight and point 
one arm West, the other arm will be pointing East. 

● Take your time! The stars get easier to see as the sky gets darker. It takes time for your eyes to 
get used to the dark. 

● Try closing your eyes for a few minutes. This will make your dark vision better and help you see 
more stars!  With your eyes closed, use your other senses to experience how different the night 
and day are.  

○ How does it feel outside? Is it warmer or colder? 

○ Take a deep breath through your nose. Does the air smell or feel different? 

○ Listen. Can you hear different sounds? Like animals, people, or traffic?  

What can I see? 

Each time you go stargazing, it will be at least a little bit different! Some things that make it 
different are: 

● The phase of the Moon 

● The time of year (Fall, Winter, Spring, or Summer) 

● The time you observe (right after sunset, the middle of the night, or before sunrise) 

● The direction you are looking (North, East, South, or West)  

● Where you live (different stars can be seen in the US than Australia) 

Look up at the sky. Can you see any of these?: 

● Can you see the Moon? How would you describe its shape? Can you see dark areas on it? 

● Which stars look brightest? Can you see any that look very dim? 

● Can you see any patterns of bright stars (like Orion or the Big Dipper)? 

● Do any of the things you see have a color? How many colors can you find? 



 

Here are some resources to see what might be visible when you are out: 

● 2020 Pocket Almanac (2021 Pocket Almanac coming soon on the Morrison Planetarium Website) 

● For more details on what you can see for the next 3 months, check out: 

○ Skywatcher’s Guide  

○ Planet Watch  

○ Highlights of the Season  



Day:____________ Time:_____________

Sky Log

Where did you look?

What did you see?

Use the circle below to draw what you see in 
the sky. Make sure to note the day and time, so 
you can compare what you see next time!

Use the circle below to draw what you see in 
the sky. Make sure to note the day and time, so 
you can compare what you see next time!

Day:____________

Where did you look?

What did you see?

Time:_____________

Sky Log





 

Sun and Moon 
Dance  
Explore the movements of the Moon around the Earth 
and the Earth around the Sun through a fun dance. 

Materials 
String (3-4 ft) 

Chalk  

Bigger “Sun” object (a ball, box, toy, rock, etc.) 

Smaller “Moon” object (a ball, a box, toy, rock, etc.) 

10 square feet of open flat concrete (like a sidewalk or 
driveway) 

 

Instructions  

1. Draw a chalk circle. This will be your  “orbit” around the Sun.  

a. Have an assistant (or tape, or rock) hold one end of the 
string on the ground. 

b. Hold the other end of the string so that it is pulled all the 
way out and hold a piece of chalk at the end.  

c. Keeping the string fully extended and your assistant at the 
center, place the chalk on the ground and walk in a circle 
around your assistant to make a circle.  

2. The big object will be the Sun, the smaller object will be the 
Moon, and YOU will be the Earth! 

3. The Earth goes around the Sun. 

a. Put the “Sun” in the center of the chalk circle.  



 

b. As the Earth, walk along the chalk circle around the Sun. How long did it take you? (It takes 
the Earth one year to travel around the Sun once—you were probably faster than that!) 

c. Challenge: Walk counterclockwise around the Sun. 

4. The Moon goes around the Earth. 

a. Hold the “Moon” in your hands. 

b. The Moon travels around the Earth (that’s you!).  

c. Stretch your arms to hold the Moon out in front of you and slowly spin in a circle. How long 
does it take the moon to make one full circle? (It takes the Moon one month to go all the 
way around the Earth once—you were probably faster than that!) 

d. Challenge: Spin counterclockwise. 

5. Put it all together. 

a. Walk around the Sun on your chalk circle while spinning the Moon around you. Can you 
stay on the chalk circle? How many times can you spin the moon around you in the time it 
takes you to walk around the circle once? The Moon spins around the Earth about 12 times 
for every one time the Earth goes around the Sun. 

6. Extra: Dance with music!  

a. Add music to your dance—play a song, sing, hum, or maybe just think of it in your head 
(since there is no sound in space). Fun ones to try: “What is the Sun Really Made of?” by 
They Might Be Giants, or “Planets Suite” by Gustav Holst. 

7. Challenge: Add more planets and moons! 

a. Once you have perfected your dance, share it with friends or family and see if they want to 
dance with you! After all, 8 planets go around our Sun, not just Earth, so there’s room for 
more. They all move at different speeds—planets closer to the Sun go faster and planets 
farther away go slower, so pretend to be different planets by dancing in a faster circle 
closer to your “Sun” or in a slower circle farther away from it. Additionally, some planets 
have no moons, some have lots, so pretend you have one, two, or even no moons to see 
how that changes your dance. 

 



 

More Information 
About Constellations 

Have you ever looked up at the stars at night and wondered how you’re supposed to find 
your way around them? Thousands of years ago, people recognized that the patterns formed 

by the stars are fixed and unchanging, and that different star-patterns are visible during 

different seasons. 

Some of the older and more famous star patterns are called constellations. Some of these 
are named after figures from ancient legend and folklore because their shapes resemble (or at 

least suggest) those figures, such as Leo the Lion, Orion the Hunter, or Scorpius the Scorpion. 

Other star patterns are harder to imagine—especially when observed from the interfering 

glow of city lights, which washes fainter stars from view. However, you can imagine simple, 

recognizable shapes formed only by the brightest stars. These are called asterisms  and can 

be as simple as a triangle, a square, or an arc...or they can be slightly more complex but 

still-recognizable figures such as a hexagon or an hourglass. 

 



 

Each season has a characteristic set of asterisms that can be seen at night. For example, in the 

springtime, we can see the famous Big Dipper high in the sky. The Big Dipper itself is an 

asterism formed by the brightest stars in the much larger constellation Ursa Major the Great 

Bear, which includes many faint stars that are more difficult to see. The Big Dipper's handle is 

curved, forming an arc. You can follow the curve of this arc and extend it to a right star that has 

the word “arc” in its name—Arcturus (ark-TOO-rǝs) in Boötes (bo-OH-teez) the Herdsman. 

Continue the curve southward to another bright star, Spica (SPY-kuh) in Virgo the Maiden. A 

popular mnemonic that many stargazers use to remember this is “Follow the arc to Arcturus, 

then speed on to Spica.”  

There are lots of other asterisms that can be seen in the spring sky. Leo the Lion, just beneath 

the Big Dipper, is formed by two smaller shapes: a backward question mark (or sickle) and a 

small right-triangle. Arcturus and Spica, along with the fainter star that represents the tip of 

the tail of Leo, form a large, nearly equilateral triangle called, appropriately enough, the Spring 

Triangle. As you can see, some of these asterisms overlap, and that's fine. You don't have to 

learn all of them—just whatever helps you feel more comfortable with the stars. Here are a few 

asterisms to look for during other seasons (there are many others, but we'll stick to the easiest 

ones to find): 

Summer: 

The Summer Triangle, formed by the stars Vega in Lyra the Harp, Altair in Aquila the Eagle, 
and Deneb in Cygnus the Swan (Cygnus is also known as the Northern Cross). Look for 

Scorpius the Scorpion, which really does look like its namesake (although Polynesians call it 

Maui's Fishhook).  

Fall: 

The Great Square in Pegasus the Flying Horse (appropriately enough for the fall, some also call 
it a baseball diamond). Be on the lookout for the "W" of Cassiopeia the Queen. 

 



 

Winter: 

The hourglass that forms most of Orion the Hunter, highlighted by the three stars in a row that 

represent Orion's Belt. Surrounding Orion is the Winter Hexagon, formed by the brightest stars 

in six different constellations.  

By starting with the more prominent asterisms, beginning stargazers can acquaint themselves 
with the simpler figures first and use them as roadmaps to find fainter and more challenging 

star groups, such as the individual constellations to which the bright stars belong. For example, 

use the "pointer" stars in the bowl of the Big Dipper to find the North Star, and from there, see 

if you can identify the stars of the Little Dipper. Or when you find the Summer Triangle, look 

for the figure of Cygnus the Swan or the Northern Cross. As your familiarity grows, your 

knowledge of the stars will gradually expand to include more and more asterisms and 

constellations. 

The constellations we recognize today were imagined hundreds—or, in some cases, 

thousands—of years ago, and different cultures had their own interpretations of the pictures 

among the stars. In the 1600s, a Polish astronomer named Johannes Hevelius (hǝ-VEE-lee-ǝs) 

published an atlas of the northern sky listing 56 constellations, illustrated with his artistic 

interpretations of them. Some of these are used in our Paper Cup Planetarium activity to help 

you imagine what the star patterns are traditionally supposed to represent. 

 

 




